
 

Moondance DanceScore Live NSW 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

ABOUT JUDGING AND MARSHALLING SYSTEM 
  

 
 

 

To facilitate the operation of the system there are a few things that your students must be aware of and   

follow. We ask that you explain to them the importance of this to ensure a great day of dancing for 

everyone.  
 

Below is a brief explanation of how the system works. 
 

1 ALL competitors must report to the Competitors Marshall BEFORE taking the floor for ALL rounds, semi finals 

and finals events as their back number has to be scanned each time, not just once.  
 

2 Competitors must report to the Competitors Marshall 2 events prior to their event, we request parents do not 

assemble with the competitors as this will cause congestion, the only exception regarding parents would be the 

under 6 years where some parents may initially need to stay with their child.   
 

3 The Competitors Marshalls will place the dancers into lines for their heats, it is important that they remain in 

those heats and do not move around while waiting to take the floor.  
 

4 All first round heats will be listed in the program. Please check your heat number first and stand in that heat when 

reporting to the Competitors Marshall. If required due to competitors not turning up some adjustments to heats 

may be made by the marshals so please listen and follow their directions.  
 

5 Once the Competitors Marshall scans their number for an event this information is automatically downloaded 

onto the Adjudicators Palm Pads, if the competitor takes the floor without having their number scanned, their 

number will NOT be on the Palm Pad for that event so the judge cannot mark them. This is a failsafe option that 

takes out the ‘human error’ aspect of judging as the judge can only mark those that have been entered (marshaled) 

for that event.   
 

6 When the adjudicator opens their Palm Pad to the event they are to judge all the numbers that have been scanned 

are displayed on their screens with information on how many to recall, how many heats etc. 
 

7 Even if the competitor is dancing in a second round, semi or final, they MUST still take the floor from the 

Marshalling area after having their number scanned otherwise their number will not appear on the Palm Pads. 
 

8 All recalls will be available at the Marshalling area immediately following the events and on the day you will be 

able to download a link to view all recalls on your I Phone, I Pad or Android so you can follow the event to see if 

you have made the next round without having to report to the Competitors marshal.  
 

9 This system allows for instantaneous results. As soon as the adjudicator hits their ‘submit’ key on their Palm Pads 

their marks automatically go through to the scrutineer’s computer, before the competitor has even left the floor 

the recalls and placing are displayed on the scrutineer’ s screen and a copy to the Competitors Marshall. 
 

10 We can present the finals in the Solo, Duo and Trio results before the finalists have left the floor, this will shorten 

the time in attendance for those that are not involved in any other events that may wish to leave early.  
 

11 Competitors numbers being used on the day are a specially manufactured number, it is important that all students 

remember to return their numbers to their teacher after use, any numbers not returned by the end of the day the 

studio will be charged $5 per number for as they are not our property, but the property of the owners of the 

Electronic Palm Pad Judging system. 
 

This year we will be introducing a fully computerized adjudicating  

system specially formulated for theatrical dance.  

Beside all the scrutineering being done by computer on the day you  

will see all the adjudicators judging with hand held Palm Pad  

electronic devices.  

This fantastic, cutting edge technology completely eliminates the  

‘human error’ aspect of judging, the adjudicators have on their  

Palm Pads all the numbers of the competitors in the event they are  

currently judging ensuring that no-one can be missed or marked  

incorrectly.    –                                pictured right is what the Palm Pads look like 


